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Interdomain routing using BGP is widely deployed and well
understood. The deployment of SDN in BGP domain networks, however, has not been systematically studied. In this
paper, we� rst show that the use-announcement inconsistency is a fundamental mismatch in such a deployment, leading to serious issues including unnecessary blackholes, unnecessary reduced reachability, and permanent forwarding
loops. We then design SFP, the� rst� ne-grained interdomain
routing protocol that extends BGP with� ne-grained routing, eliminating the aforementioned mismatch. We develop
two novel techniques, automatic receiver� ltering and ondemand information dissemination, to address the scalability
issue brought by� ne-grained routing. Evaluating SFP using real network topologies and traces for intended settings,
which are not global Internet but tens of collaborative domains, we show that SFP can reduce the amount of tra�c
a�ected by blackholes and loops by more than 50%, and that
our proposed techniques can reduce the amount of signaling
between ASes by 3 orders of magnitude compared with naive
�ne-grained routing.

1

INTRODUCTION

There are multiple important settings where multiple anonymous systems (ASes) interconnect to form collaborative networks (also called federations) to improve network performance of large scienti�c collaboration across member networks [2]. The de facto protocol to interconnect these ASes
is the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [6]. Meanwhile, to
support e�cient usage of their network resources, members
of federation networks commonly deploy software de�ned
networking (SDN) [1, 3]. Though interdomain routing using
BGP is well understood, the deployment of SDN in BGPconnected networks has not been systematically studied.
Speci�cally, we show that such a deployment reveals a
fundamental mismatch between the� ne-grained control by
SDN and the coarse-grained routing by BGP, i.e., the useannouncement inconsistency, which leads to serious issues.
To illustrate these issues, consider two networks A, and B,
connected using BGP. We focus on a pre�x P. Assume that
B drops all tra�c sent to P with TCP destination port 22. If
B still announces, through BGP, routes to P to its neighbor
A, a subset of tra�c (more speci�cally, tra�c with destination port 22) may result in blackholes. Instead, if B does not
announce any route to P to its neighbor A, such policy can
result in reduced reachability for tra�c to P with destination
port other than 22. To further illustrate the issues, we assume
that instead of dropping tra�c with destination port 22, B
decides to redirect this tra�c to another network C and still
announce the reachability of P to A via BGP. Such behavior
can lead to permanent forwarding loops. Several solutions
have been proposed to provide� ne-grained routing. A particularly elegant one is SDX [5]. An issue of SDX, however, is
that it requires a trusted third party to conduct integration.
Di�erent from existing solution approaches, this paper
investigates a simple, novel protocol named SFP (SDN Federation Protocol) that maintains the compatibility with BGP
and at the same time provides �ne-grained routing, where
each network decides interdomain routes based on common
packet header� elds instead of destination IP only. We prove
that SFP avoids all issues caused by use-announcement inconsistency. We develop two novel techniques, on-demand
routing information dissemination and automatic receiver
�ltering, to address the messaging scalability issue brought
by� ne-grained routing. Evaluating SFP using real network
topologies and traces, we show that by guaranteeing blackhole / loop-free routing, SFP can reduce the tra�c a�ected
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Figure 1: The message-time diagrams of SFP protocol.
by blackholes and forwarding loops by more than 50%, and
the amount of signaling between ASes is reduced by 3 orders
of magnitude compared with naive� ne-grained routing.
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Figure 3: Loss when de�ect tra�c between neighboring peers.

Functional mapping information dissemination: SFP
uses a functional mapping from the general packet space
domain space – where each point is de�ned as a vector of
common packet header� elds (e.g., the TCP/IP 5-tuple) and
the address of an ingress, representing a packet entering the
ingress of a network – to the AS-path space, where each point
represents an AS-path, as the representation of the routing
information base (RIB) of each network.
P������� 1. SFP with general packet space announcements has the same space partition structure as SDN, and
hence can avoid unnecessary blackholes, reachability, or loops
caused by use-announcement inconsistency.
A major concern of� ne-grained routing is its messaging
scalability, as the RIB can become extremely large due to the
multiple packet header� elds, and the ensuing cross-product
when composing� ne-grained routes. To achieve scalability,
we develop two novel techniques in SFP.
On-demand information dissemination (ODI): This technique allows a neighbor AS B to send incomplete functional
mappings to AS A, and later send updated mappings to A
based on A’s demand triggers. In Figure 1b), B �rst sends an
ODI-announce message X ! on_demand to A to indicate that
the mapping of the subspace X is on-demand to A. When
A needs the missing information, it sends an on-demand
trigger X t to B, where X t ⇢ X , to ask for the information
of the domain subspace X t . Upon receiving the trigger, B
looks in its local RIB for the mapping of X t , invokes its SDN
program to compute the mapping if it is not in RIB, sends
other triggers to query other ASes if its SDN program does
not provide the mapping, and returns an ODI-reply message
Y ! R, the mapping information of a subspace Y X t . We
prove that ODI does not introduce any new convergence
issue. Given a single point in the general packet space, under
the Gao-Rexford conditions [4], ODI always converges.
Automatic receiver�ltering : Consider a packet pkt. If A
can already make the decision for pkt without the information from a neighbor B, then the mapping sent from B to

A does not need to include pkt. With this observation, SFP
allows the receiver AS A to provide receiver�ltering to notify
the neighbor B which part of a mapping is of no use to A.
In Figure 1c, A sends D10 , a� lter on the domain space D1
of mapping f 1 , to B. When B sends f 1 to A, it only needs to
send the mapping from a smaller space D1 D10 , reducing
the amount of exchanged routing information.

3

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate SFP on the topology of LHCONE using real trace
from the CMS experiment [2], a main source of tra�c in LHCONE. We compare SFP with two variations of BGP: C-BGP,
where a route to a destination IP will not be announced by an
AS if the AS only uses this route for a subset of tra�c for this
IP, and F-BGP, where such a route will still be announced.
Figure 2 shows that with 1 transit network deploying one
�ne-grained policy blocking tra�c to one unused destination transport port, 50% of the� ows, and 51% of the tra�c
volume can be dropped in C-BGP. In contrast, SFP ensures
all 100% of� ows to successfully reach their destinations. Figure 3a shows that with 1 pair of providers deploying one
�ne-grained policy to de�ect large data transfers sent to
their customer, 11% of the� ows result in loops in F-BGP. In
addition,� ows traversing the a�ected links – although not
resulting in loops – may still su�er high packet losses. Figure 3b show that 23% of the� ows can get a�ected in F-BGP,
whereas no� ow is a�ected in SFP.
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